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Helping the Barn Boss

Congratulations on figuring out the horse weights, bushels of oats needed, and where to order the oats! 
Now you can tackle one of these activities.

With one or two other students, plan a short presentation to explain one of the topics below to your 
class. You might want to do some research on the internet to help. Make some notes and divide up the 
presentation between your team members.

1. Sometimes it’s tricky to round numbers that end in 0 or 9. Explain how to round these numbers:

Round 793.959 to the nearest tenth. Round $8649.60 to the nearest dollar.

Round 0.952 to the nearest tenth. Round $606.49 to the nearest dollar.

Round 9.009 to the nearest tenth. Round $9.89 to the nearest dollar.

2. Find the mean, the median, and the mode for the horse weights at one of the camps. Part of your
presentation should explain each of these math words, and which one is the most useful for the data
you are using. (Hint: The mean is also called the average.)

3. Do modern day veterinarians still use the heart girth formula to estimate the weight of a horse?
Is a similar formula used for any other farm animals? If so, which animals, and how is the formula
different? (Hint: There is a slightly different formula used for pigs. Can you find out what it is? Are
there different formulas for any other animals?)

4. The price of a farm horse is much higher today than it was in 1900. This is due to inflation, but what
is inflation? What happens to the prices of the things we buy when there is inflation? What effect
does inflation have on prices over many years? Do an internet search to find an inflation calculator. If
a logging camp horse cost between $100 and $175 dollars in 1900, use the inflation calculator to find
the cost today. Find the price of some other common items in 1900, like a loaf of bread or a dozen
eggs. Then use the inflation calculator to find the cost of those items today.

5. If your class has studied the metric system of measurement, convert these horse weights, and the
miles to camp, into the correct metric units. How will you round your answers?

Dolly weighs 2067 pounds in United States weight units. What metric units would you use? ____________

How much does Dolly weigh using the metric units? __________________________________________________

Find	the	horse	with	the	lightest	weight	at	your	group’s	camp	and	convert	the	weight	to	metric. ________

In United States length units, it is 161 miles from Duluth to Camp North Woods.

What metric units would you use to measure the distance? ___________________________________________

How far is it in metric units? ________________________________________________________________________

It is 96.6 miles from Bemidji to Camp North Woods. How far is it in metric units? ______________________
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